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A B S T R A C T

A limited number of studies have investigated language in Huntington’s disease (HD). These have generally reported abnormalities in rule-governed (grammatical) aspects of language, in both syntax and morphology. Several studies of verbal inflectional morphology in English and French have reported evidence of over-active rule processing, such as over-suffixation errors (e.g., walkeded) and over-regularizations (e.g., digged). Here we extend the investigation to noun inflection in Hungarian, a Finno-Ugric agglutinative language with complex morphology, and to genetically proven pre-symptomatic Huntington’s disease (pre-HD). Although individuals with pre-HD have no clinical, motor or cognitive symptoms, the underlying pathology may already have begun, and thus sensitive behavioral measures might reveal already-present impairments. Indeed, in a Hungarian morphology production task, pre-HD patients made both over-suffixation and over-regularization errors. The findings suggest the generality of over-active rule processing in both HD and pre-HD, across languages from different families with different morphological systems, and for both verbal and noun inflection. Because the neuropathology in pre-HD appears to be largely restricted to the caudate nucleus and related structures, the findings further implicate these structures in language, and in rule-processing in particular. Finally, the need for effective treatments in HD, which will likely depend in part on the ability to sensitively measure early changes in the disease, suggests the possibility that inflectional morphology, and perhaps other language measures, may provide useful diagnostic, tracking, and therapeutic tools for assessing and treating early degeneration in pre-HD and HD.

© 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

This study examines particular aspects of language processing in individuals with genetically proven pre-symptomatic Huntington’s disease (pre-HD) – specifically regular and irregular noun morphology in an agglutinative language, Hungarian. Although pre-HD individuals exhibit apparently intact motor, cognitive, and linguistic functioning, the underlying pathology may already be present (Stout et al., 2011). Thus, carefully designed and sensitive language measures might reveal already-present impairments in pre-HD individuals. Such tests could have potential diagnostic value for predicting the onset of the symptoms, possibly allowing for appropriate timing of treatment. Moreover, since in the very early stages of HD, including in pre-HD, the neuropathology seems to be relatively restricted to the caudate nucleus and related structures (Harris et al., 1999; Henley et al., 2009; Kipps et al., 2005; Kloppel et al., 2008), the investigation of language in pre-HD may provide a useful avenue for examining the dependence of language on these structures. Because the present study focuses on Hungarian, an agglutinative language with complex morphology that has not been examined before in either HD or pre-HD, the results should be useful for testing the cross-linguistic validity of previous research on HD that has investigated similar aspects of language in both English (Longworth, Keenan, Barker, Marslen-Wilson, & Tyler, 2005; Ullman et al., 1997) and French (Teichmann, Dupoux, Kouider, & Bachoud-Levi, 2006; Teichmann et al., 2005). Finally, although
previous studies of pre-HD have examined language-related tasks such as verbal fluency (Larsson, Almkvist, Luszcz, & Wahlin, 2008; Lawrence et al., 1998) or artificial grammar (De Diego-Balaguer et al., 2008), to our knowledge this is the first study that specifically examines morphology, or indeed any other particular component of the language system, in pre-HD.

2. Huntington’s disease (HD)

HD is a rare autosomal dominantly inherited progressive neurodegenerative disorder (Huntington Study Group, 1996). Abnormalities seem to be largely restricted to the caudate nucleus and related structures at early stages of the disease (Henley et al., 2009; Kipps et al., 2005; Kloppel et al., 2008). The degeneration leads to involuntary choreiform (hyperkinetic) movements, and eventually to personality changes and dementia (Reiner et al., 1988). The timing of symptom onset is variable, though it usually occurs around ages 35–45. The disease inevitably leads to death within 10–15 years. The mutation in HD involves the expansion of a trinucleotide (Cytosine–Adenine–Guanine) repeat number in the Huntingtin gene. In healthy individuals, the CAG repeat number ranges from 9 to 35, while in patients with HD the range is 39–121 (Kremer et al., 1994; Rubinstein et al., 1996; The Huntington’s Disease Collaborative Research Group, 1993). Individuals who demonstrate no apparent motor, cognitive and linguistic impairments but have positive genetic test result for the expanded tripeptide repeat are called pre-symptomatic HD, or pre-HD (Nopoulos et al., 2010). There is a need for effective treatments in HD. Such treatments will likely depend in part on the ability to sensitively measure early changes in the disease (e.g., to know when to begin administering medications). Although neuroimaging techniques can apparently pick up some neuropathology in pre-HD (Henley et al., 2009; Kipps et al., 2005; Kloppel et al., 2008), it is not clear whether such techniques are more sensitive than behavioral measures. Moreover, evidence suggests that markers of disease progression, particularly at pre-clinical stages of the disease, are lacking (Witjes-Ane et al., 2007). Given that previous evidence suggests that aspects of language, including morphology, may depend in part on the caudate nucleus (Beretta et al., 2003; Teichmann et al., 2006; Ullman & Pierpoint, 2005; Ullman et al., 1997), measures of morphological aspects of language might indeed be useful for revealing early stages of the disease, even in pre-HD.

3. Huntington’s disease and Language

Considerable evidence suggests that certain aspects of language are abnormal in HD. In particular, syntax seems to be compromised in the disorder. Studies of sentence processing in HD suggest impairments of syntax that are tied to caudate abnormalities in the disorder. Studies of sentence processing in HD suggest impairments of syntax that are tied to caudate abnormalities in the disorder. Thus, the picture from these studies appears to be somewhat mixed. Syntax appears to be impaired, while the status of lexical/semantics remains less clear. However, one of the problems drawing such conclusions is that it is difficult to separately probe grammatical (rule-governed) aspects of language, such as syntax, and lexical/semantic aspects, while holding other factors constant (e.g., motivation, attention, phonological complexity, etc.).

To address this quite general problem, a large body of research has emerged that examines the distinction between regular and irregular inflectional morphology, such as in English past tenses. Irregularly inflected forms are at least partially idiosyncratic, in that they cannot be fully predicted by their stems (e.g., sing-sang, bring-brought, fling-flung), and thus must depend on some sort of stored (lexicalized) representation. In contrast, regulars are fully rule-governed (stem + -ed affix), and thus do not need to be stored, but rather can depend instead on rule-based (grammatical) composition. Since regulars and irregulars can be matched on many factors (e.g., frequency, phonological complexity), and can be tested in the same task in the same contexts, one can examine the distinction between irregular and regular morphology in order to probe lexical and grammatical aspects of language while holding other factors constant.

Whereas numerous studies have investigated regular and irregular morphology in various languages in other disorders (Ullman, 2004, 2008), only a handful of studies have examined this contrast in HD, and none in pre-HD. To our knowledge, these studies have thus far examined only verb-related morphology, specifically only in English past tense (Longworth et al., 2005; Ullman et al., 1997) and French present and future tenses (Teichmann et al., 2005, 2006). As we shall see, overall the preponderance of findings seems to suggest abnormal performance on rule-based processing but relative normal performance on lexical-based processing, as compared to healthy control subjects.

Ullman et al. (1997) tested 17 native-English speaking HD patients and eight neurologically intact control subjects. Participants were asked to produce the past-tenses of English regular, irregular and novel (made-up) verbs. Error rates constituted the dependent variable. As compared to the control subjects, HD patients produced significantly more over-regularization errors (e.g., digged) and regular novel verbs with over-affixations, as reflected in multiple affixes or syllabic affixes (e.g., walkeded, walk-id). Moreover, the number of both over-regularization and over-affixation errors correlated with the patients’ level of hyperkinesia. In contrast, over-regularizations did not correlate with the patients’ performance at lexical retrieval, as measured by the Boston Naming Test, suggesting that even though HD can lead to lexical retrieval problems (see above), these did not explain the over-regularization errors. Ullman et al. (1997) concluded that overall, the evidence suggests that the basal ganglia abnormalities in HD leading to hyperkinesias also lead to over-active rule use. Longworth et al. (2005) also investigated regular and irregular past-tense inflection in (mild and moderate) HD. Like Ullman et al. (1997), the patients made errors on both regular and irregular verbs, with the most common error being over-regularizations. They also examined priming, and found normal priming facilitation for regulars (e.g., walked primes walk) as well as irregulars (e.g., taught primes teach), though only the mild HD patients were examined, since the moderate HD patients were unable to perform the task.

Teichmann and colleagues (2005) tested French verbal inflectional morphology in a production task in 30 native-French speaking HD patients (both early and later stages) and healthy control subjects. Participants were presented with regular and irregular French verbs and novel verbs that were either regular or “subregular” (i.e., they were irregular in not following the default, main rules). Compared to controls, morphology was relatively spared in HD, expect for subregular novel verbs, on which HD patients...
demonstrated impaired performance. Specifically, rather than apply the subregular (irregular) pattern, they often over-regularized by applying the main rule, or produced double suffixations (the excessive application of regular ‘-era’ suffix, such as ‘garoust-era’). Agreeing with Ullman et al. (1997), they interpreted the pattern as a consequence of over-active rule use in HD. Along somewhat similar lines, Teichmann et al. (2006) examined regular and irregular inflectional morphology in HD with acceptability ratings and lexical decision, and found abnormalities in rule processing but not in lexical processing.

Thus, studies of inflectional morphology in HD have largely reported problems with rule processing, in particular over-active rules. However, it is not clear whether such problems might be found even in pre-HD, in which the neuropathology is more restricted to the caudate nucleus and related structures, or in other languages with more complex morphology such as Hungarian.

4. Hungarian noun morphology

In Hungarian, which is an agglutinative language with rich inflectional morphology, inflected forms consist of a stem followed by one or more distinct inflectional suffixes (Abbondolo, 1988). In the present study, we focus on the singular and plural forms and nominative and accusative cases of nouns. The singular form involves zero morphology (no affixes), while the plural marker is the suffix –Vk (where -V marks a linking vowel whose phonology agrees with the stem, following the rules of vowel harmony). Nominative case is associated with the subject (the agent role) and also involves zero morphology. Accusative case is associated with the direct object (the patient/theme role) and involves the suffix -Vt. Thus, the singular nominative form of a noun involves the stem only (e.g., 'kert'; garden), the plural nominative form consists of the stem plus the singular suffix (e.g., 'kertek', 'kert + ek'; garden + PL), the singular accusative form involves the stem plus the accusative suffix (e.g., 'kertet', 'kert + et'; garden + ACC), and the plural accusative form consists of the stem plus both the plural suffix and the accusative suffix (e.g., 'kerteket', 'kert + ek + et'; garden + PL + ACC).

Hungarian nouns have different stem classes that can be grouped into regular and irregular nouns on the basis of their morpho-phonological behavior. Although both regular and irregular nouns take the suffixes described above, the two types of nouns differ in their stems. In regular nouns, the stem either does not change, or changes according to productive morpho-phonological rules such as vowel lengthening (Table 1). The morpho-phonological rules observed in regular nouns are productive, applying regularly to any noun form (including neologisms), provided that the general phonological contexts required for their application are met (Rounds, 2001). In contrast, Hungarian irregular nouns exhibit at least partially idiosyncratic morpho-phonological changes to their stems. For example, to create the plural form lovák ‘horses’, the uninflected stem ló ‘horse’ must undergo modification to lov prior to the attachment of the suffix –Vk. Table 1 illustrates the regulars and the irregulars in the four forms under investigation. For further details on Hungarian morphology, see (Rounds, 2001).

5. The present study

The present study fills several empirical gaps. First, to our knowledge, it is the first study to examine inflectional morphology in pre-symptomatic HD. The presence of any impairments in pre-HD would implicate the caudate nucleus and related structures in this language domain. Additionally, it might lead to useful diagnostic tests for identifying the onset of symptoms, as well as for following the progression of the disorder. Second, by investigating Hungarian, the study extends the investigation of inflectional morphology cross-linguistically to an agglutinative language that has greater morphological complexity than previously studied languages in HD, and that comes from a different language family (Finno-Ugric rather than Indo-European). Finally, whereas previous studies of inflectional morphology in HD have been restricted to verbal morphology, here we extend the investigation by examining noun morphology, to test the generalizability of previously reported patterns. Although this was the first study of pre-HD, as well as the first of Hungarian morphology in (pre-)HD, we broadly expected errors that might reflect over-active rule use, such as some sort of over-affixation errors and over-regularizations.

6. Results

Seven genetically proven pre-HD participants and seven age- and education-matched healthy control subjects took part in the study (see Section 8.1 in Methods). The relatively small number of pre-HD participants was due to the relative paucity of these subjects in Hungary. All subjects completed a Hungarian noun morphology production task (see Section 8.2 in Methods). The production of the three types of morphologically complex forms were elicited from pictures: the accusative singular form of the noun, the nominative plural form, and the accusative plural form. Nominative singular forms of all nouns were also elicited, as a control condition to ensure that subjects were familiar with each word; all subjects achieved 100% accuracy on this condition. The dependent variables of the morphologically complex forms were accuracy and error rates for various types of errors (for details see Section 8).

Statistical analyses were performed, first of all, with Mann–Whitney tests to compare performance (accuracy and number of errors of different error types) between the pre-HD and control groups, and second, with Wilcoxon tests to compare performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>SG: No change</th>
<th>SG: Vowel lengthening</th>
<th>PL: Irregular nouns</th>
<th>PL: Vowel lengthening</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regular nouns</td>
<td>kert → kert-ek</td>
<td>kert - garder-PL</td>
<td>kérk'ek- kérk-ek</td>
<td>kérk'ek- kérk-ek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irregular nouns</td>
<td>róka → rók-dk</td>
<td>rók-dt</td>
<td>madar-ak madar-at</td>
<td>madar-ak madar-at</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>fox → fox-PL</td>
<td>fox-ACC</td>
<td>bird-PL bird-ACC</td>
<td>bird-PL bird-ACC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Examples of singular and plural forms of regular and irregular nouns (singular – SG; plural – PL; accusative – ACC).

The present study fills several empirical gaps. First, to our knowledge, it is the first study to examine inflectional morphology in pre-symptomatic HD. The presence of any impairments in pre-HD would implicate the caudate nucleus and related structures in this language domain. Additionally, it might lead to useful diagnostic tests for identifying the onset of symptoms, as well as for following the progression of the disorder. Second, by investigating Hungarian, the study extends the investigation of inflectional morphology cross-linguistically to an agglutinative language that has greater morphological complexity than previously studied languages in HD, and that comes from a different language family (Finno-Ugric rather than Indo-European). Finally, whereas previous studies of inflectional morphology in HD have been restricted to verbal morphology, here we extend the investigation by examining noun morphology, to test the generalizability of previously reported patterns. Although this was the first study of pre-HD, as well as the first of Hungarian morphology in (pre-)HD, we broadly expected errors that might reflect over-active rule use, such as some sort of over-affixation errors and over-regularizations.

6. Results

Seven genetically proven pre-HD participants and seven age- and education-matched healthy control subjects took part in the study (see Section 8.1 in Methods). The relatively small number of pre-HD participants was due to the relative paucity of these subjects in Hungary. All subjects completed a Hungarian noun morphology production task (see Section 8.2 in Methods). The production of the three types of morphologically complex forms were elicited from pictures: the accusative singular form of the noun, the nominative plural form, and the accusative plural form. Nominative singular forms of all nouns were also elicited, as a control condition to ensure that subjects were familiar with each word; all subjects achieved 100% accuracy on this condition. The dependent variables of the morphologically complex forms were accuracy and error rates for various types of errors (for details see Section 8).

Statistical analyses were performed, first of all, with Mann–Whitney tests to compare performance (accuracy and number of errors of different error types) between the pre-HD and control groups, and second, with Wilcoxon tests to compare performance
on regular vs. irregular nouns within each subject group. The interaction between the pre-HD and control groups and irregular and regular forms was analyzed by Bradley's collapsed and reduced technique (Sawilowsky, 1990). These non-parametric tests were employed because the dependent variables did not follow a normal distribution.

As shown in Table 2, the pre-HD group had lower accuracy than the control group over both noun types (93.8% vs. 100%, \( p < 0.001 \)), as well as at both regulars (\( p = 0.02 \)) and irregulars (\( p = 0.001 \)). All pre-HD subjects made errors on irregulars, and four of the seven made errors on regulars. In contrast, the control group made no errors at all on either noun type; that is, they performed at ceiling. In addition, the pre-HD subjects were less accurate on irregular (89%) than regular (98%) nouns (Wilcoxon paired sample test: \( Z = -2.37, p = 0.02 \); see Fig. 1). Analyzing the interaction between groups (pre-HD vs. control) and regularity (regular vs. irregular), Bradley's collapsed and reduced technique revealed that the difference between the performance on regular vs. irregular forms was significantly greater in the pre-HD group than in the controls (\( U(14) = -3.35, p < 0.001 \)).

Further analyses were conducted separately for each of the four error types (substitution, under-suffixation, over-suffixation, and over-regularization; see Table 2). For irregular forms, the error rate differences between the pre-HD and control groups did not reach significance either for substitution errors (differences between the pre-HD and control groups did not reach

over-regularization errors (shown a trend in this condition the group difference in over-suffixation rates were, not surprisingly, no significant differences between the pre-HD and control groups on any of the error types, although even
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errors at all on either noun type; that is, they performed at ceiling. In addition, the pre-HD subjects were less accurate on irregular (89%) than regular (98%) nouns (Wilcoxon paired sample test: \( Z = -2.37, p = 0.02 \); see Fig. 1). Analyzing the interaction between groups (pre-HD vs. control) and regularity (regular vs. irregular), Bradley's collapsed and reduced technique revealed that the difference between the performance on regular vs. irregular forms was significantly greater in the pre-HD group than in the controls (\( U(14) = -3.35, p < 0.001 \)).

Further analyses were conducted separately for each of the four error types (substitution, under-suffixation, over-suffixation, and over-regularization; see Table 2). For irregular forms, the error rate differences between the pre-HD and control groups did not reach significance either for substitution errors (\( p = 0.14 \)) or under-suffixation errors (\( p = 0.06 \)). In contrast, the pre-HD subjects produced significantly more over-suffixation errors (\( p = 0.02 \)) and especially over-regularization errors (\( p = 0.001 \)) than the controls. For regular forms, on which the pre-HD patients made very few errors, there were, not surprisingly, no significant differences between the pre-HD and control groups on any of the error types, although even in this condition the group difference in over-suffixation rates showed a trend (\( p = 0.06 \)). Over both regular and irregular nouns,only over-suffixation errors showed a significant difference between the two groups (\( p = 0.02 \)).

### Table 2

| Production of morphologically complex nouns (plural, accusative, plural + accusative) in pre-HD and control subjects. |
|-----------------------------------|---------------|
|                                  | Pre-HD group (\( N = 7 \)) | Control group (\( N = 7 \)) | Group difference |
|                                  | Mean (SD) | Mean (%) | Mean (SD) | Mean (%) | \( U(14) \) | \( Z \) | \( p \) |
| **Irregular (39)**               |           |           |           |           |               |       |
| Accuracy (\( \{lóvát, lovak, lovakat\} \)) | 34.71 (1.98) | 89.01 | 39 | 100 | \( U(14) = 49, Z = -3.35, p = 0.001 \)** |
| Error types                      |           |           |           |           |               |       |
| Substitution (\( \{lóvát\} \))   | 0.43 (0.79) | 1.10 | 0 | 0 | \( U(14) = 17.5, Z = -1.47, p = 0.14 \)** |
| Under-suffixation (\( \{lovak\} \)) | 0.43 (0.54) | 1.10 | 0 | 0 | \( U(14) = 14.00, Z = -1.88, p = 0.06 \)** |
| Over-suffixation (\( \{lovakat\} \)) | 1.29 (1.60) | 3.30 | 0 | 0 | \( U(14) = 10.50, Z = -2.24, p = 0.02 \)** |
| Over-regularization (\( \{kert\} \)) | 2.14 (1.46) | 5.49 | 0 | 0 | \( U(14) = 0, Z = -3.36, p = 0.001 \)** |
| **Regular (42)**                 |           |           |           |           |               |       |
| Accuracy (\( \{kertet, kertek, kerteket\} \)) | 41.29 (0.76) | 98.30 | 42 | 100 | \( U(14) = 38.50, Z = -2.26, p = 0.02 \)** |
| Error types                      |           |           |           |           |               |       |
| Substitution (\( \{kertet\} \))   | 0.14 (0.38) | 0.34 | 0 | 0 | \( U(14) = 21.0, Z = -1.0, p = 0.32 \)** |
| Under-suffixation (\( \{kerteket\} \)) | 0.14 (0.38) | 0.34 | 0 | 0 | \( U(14) = 21.0, Z = -1.0, p = 0.32 \)** |
| Over-suffixation (\( \{kertek\} \)) | 0.43 (0.54) | 1.02 | 0 | 0 | \( U(14) = 14.00, Z = -1.88, p = 0.06 \)** |
| **Total (81)**                   |           |           |           |           |               |       |
| Accuracy                         | 76.00 (2.24) | 93.83 | 81 | 100 | \( U(14) = 49, Z = -3.36, p = 0.001 \)** |
| Error types                      |           |           |           |           |               |       |
| Substitution                     | 0.57 (0.79) | 0.71 | 0 | 0 | \( U(14) = 14.0, Z = -1.87, p = 0.06 \)** |
| Under-suffixation                | 0.57 (0.79) | 0.71 | 0 | 0 | \( U(14) = 14.0, Z = -1.870, p = 0.06 \)** |
| Over-suffixation                 | 1.71 (1.80) | 2.12 | 0 | 0 | \( U(14) = 10.5, Z = -2.25, p = 0.02 \)** |

\* \( p < 0.05 \).

\** \( p < 0.01 \).

7. Discussion

This is the first study examining inflectional morphology in pre-HD, or Hungarian morphology in either HD or pre-HD. In the absence of any apparent motor, cognitive or other deficits, the pre-HD patients showed impairments at producing inflected forms for both regular and irregular nouns. Their most common and reliable errors were over-suffixation and over-regularization errors. Irregular nouns were produced less accurately than regular nouns.

The results seem to support the view that Huntington’s disease is associated with over-active rule use (Ullman et al., 1997), and that...
this pattern can be observed even in pre-HD. Both the over-suffixation and over-regularization errors are consistent with over-active affixation. Note that whereas in English, over-suffixation was characterized as multiple or syllabified affixation (see above), in Hungarian it was instead reflected by the attachment of the accusative suffix to correctly pluralized forms (e.g., ‘lovakat’; horse + PL + ACC instead of ‘lovak’; horse + PL, or ‘lovak’; horse + ACC). The reasons for this difference are not clear, though it might be due to the fact that in Hungarian noun morphology more than one affix is available (in this case, Vx, Vt), and moreover these can be combined to create a well-formed word. Further investigations are needed to examine this issue.

The greater error rate observed on irregular than regular nouns is also unclear. However, it might be at least partly explained by additional processing required for irregulars as compared to regulars: whereas for both types of nouns the suffix is applied, for irregulars the stem is also transformed. Whether this transformation relies on lexical retrieval (of a memorized irregular stem) and/or rule processing in Hungarian remains unclear. Thus, whereas the data presented here strengthen previous findings of over-active rule use in (pre-)HD, they remain agnostic about lexical deficits. Therefore the present findings do not specifically demonstrate a dissociation between grammatical and lexical processes (Ullman, 2004; Ullman et al., 1997), though they are consistent with it. In contrast, certain aspects of the data appear to be inconsistent with the theoretical position that morphological errors on regulars are due not to morphological rule impairments but to phonological deficits, which are claimed to result in the phonological simplification of regulars in patients who have trouble with these forms (e.g., resulting in the utterance of walk instead of walked) (Bird, Lambon Ralph, Seidenberg, McClelland, & Patterson, 2003). The present study seems to be problematic for this view, at least for (pre-)HD, since the over-suffixation errors made by the patients were more rather than less phonologically complex than the correct forms (e.g., kerteket for kertek).

Overall, the findings go some way towards addressing the empirical gaps that the study set out to address. The results demonstrate that inflectional morphology can indeed be impaired in pre-HD, moreover in similar ways as in HD. The observed pattern of errors supports the view that pre-HD, as well as HD, is associated with over-active rule use (Ullman et al., 1997). The fact that these results were observed in pre-HD further implicates the basal ganglia in rule processing, and in particular the caudate nucleus and related structures. However, it remains unclear whether the basal ganglia themselves or the frontal regions they are heavily connected to are implicated in over-active rule use in pre-HD and HD: it may be disinhibited frontal cortex rather than the basal ganglia per se that are at least partly responsible for these errors (Ullman, 2006). The findings also suggest the cross-linguistic generalizability of the pattern of over-active rule use, from verbs to nouns, and even to Hungarian, an agglutinative language that is very different from English and French, and comes from a different language family. Finally, the results of this study suggest the possibility that inflectional morphology, and perhaps other language measures, may provide useful diagnostic tools for predicting the onset of symptoms in HD, possibly facilitating the appropriate timing of treatment.

8. Methods

8.1. Subjects

Fourteen adult participants took part in this study. All were right-handed native speakers of Hungarian. The pre-HD group consisted of seven participants (two females) with a mean age of 31.86 (SD = 11) and a mean education of 15.14 years (SD = 1.77). All pre-HD participants had a positive family history for HD and had genetic testing for the expanded triplet repeat in the “huntingtin” gene at IT-15. Six of the subjects had more than 39 CAG repeats (range from 42 to 50) and one subject was borderline with 37 CAG repeats. Based on standardized neurological examinations (including Unified Huntington’s Disease Rating Scales, Huntington Study Group, 1996) administered independently by two neurologists specializing in HD at the University of Szeged Hospital, it was determined that the seven subjects were free of clinical neurological and motor symptoms (UHDRS scores of zero for all pre-HD individuals). No subject showed evidence of dementia on the Mini-Mental State Examination (Folstein, Folstein, & McHugh, 1975), with all subjects (range 27–30) showing normal performance. The neurologically intact control group consisted of seven subjects (two females). This control group head a mean age of 32.29 (SD = 11.1) and a mean education of 15.14 years (SD = 1.57). All of them had negative family history for HD and other neurodegenerative diseases. The study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. All procedures were carried out with the adequate understanding and written consent of the subjects and with the approval of University of Szeged.

8.2. Task

All subjects participated in an experiment involving a noun morphology production task. This is a picture-naming subtest of a longer protocol developed previously for Hungarian language-impaired children by Pléh, Palotás, and Lorik (2002), and used previously in several studies (e.g., Nemeth et al., 2008; Pleh, Lukacs, & Racsmány, 2003). The test items consisted of 42 regular nouns and 39 irregular nouns. The noun stems ranged between 2 and 3 syllables. Regular and irregular nouns were matched on word frequency (τ79) = −0.927, p = 0.357), word length in syllable (U81) = 664.5, p = 0.115), and phonological complexity measured via the obstruction of consonants (i.e., two or more adjacent consonants) (χ²(1, N = 81) = 0.065, p = 0.798). The 81 test items were presented in the same pseudorandomized order to all subjects. For each item, subjects saw four pictures, each of which was designed to elicit one of four forms: the nominative singular form of the noun, the accusative singular form, the nominative plural form, and the accusative plural form, presented one at a time in that order, via computer. For example, to elicit the nominative singular of ‘fish’, participants were presented with a picture showing a single fish; for the nominative plural, a picture depicting multiple fish; for the accusative singular, a picture of a fisherman catching a fish; and for the accusative plural, a picture of a fisherman catching many fish. Participants were prompted with questions such as “What are these?” or “What is the fisherman catching?”. Before beginning the task, participants were given instructions as well as three practice items.

Responses were recorded and coded by the experimenters. A response was coded as correct if it exactly matched the target form; otherwise, it was considered an error. Errors for regular nouns were classified into the following types: substitution, under-suffixation, and over-suffixation. Substitution errors entailed the production of the accusative suffix instead of the plural suffix, or vice versa. For example, for the noun kert ‘garden’, the production of kert ‘garden-Acc’ instead of kertek ‘garden-Pl’. Under-suffixation errors entailed the production of either just the plural suffix or just the accusative suffix in contexts where both the accusative and plural are required (e.g., kertek ‘garden-Pl’ or kert ‘garden-Acc’ for kerteket ‘garden-Pl-Acc’). Over-suffixation errors entailed the production of both the accusative and plural suffixes in contexts where only the plural or only the accusative is required (e.g., kerteket ‘garden-Pl-Acc’ for kertek ‘garden-Pl’ or kert ‘gar-
den-Acc’). Note that forms with more than one instance of the same affix, such as kertek or kertetet, would also have been counted as over-suffixation errors, although no such forms were produced. Errors for irregular nouns consisted of the same types as for regular nouns except that they additionally included over-regularization errors, where an irregular noun such as ló ‘horse’ was regularized, as in ló instead of lovát ‘horse-Acc’ or lók instead of lovák ‘horse-PI’. Therefore, over-regularization errors are only found on irregular nouns, when the plural affix is attached to the unchanged stem.

**Statement of significance**

Our study examined language production in Hungarian patients with pre-symptomatic Huntington’s disease (pre-HD). The impaired performance found on the production of morphologically complex nouns suggests that linguistic tests may be predictive biomarkers of the onset of clinical symptoms, thus helping early diagnosis of subcortical dementia.
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